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We study mapping properties of the FourierLaplace transform between certain
spaces of entire functions. We introduce a variant of the classical Fock space by
integrating against the MongeAmpe re measure of the weight function and show
that the norm of the FourierLaplace transform, in a dual Fock space, dominates
the norm of the function. Equality holds when the weight function is an Hermitean
form. As an application we get a criterium for the existence of frames of exponential
functions in Fock space.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let + be a positive measure on Cn and consider the Hilbert space of
entire functions that are square integrable with respect to +
H 2+={ f # H(Cn); | | f | 2 d+<= .
We shall assume + is such that all exponential functions e } z belong to H 2+ .
Then the FourierLaplace transform f of an element in H 2+
f (z)=( f, e } z )=| f (‘) ez } ‘ d+(‘),
is an entire function. The question discussed in this paper is what growth
conditions f satisfies and, more importantly, how f can be controlled by f .
The most well-known Hilbert space of this type is Fock space F 2, defined
by the measure d+=cne&|z|
2 d*(z). Here d* stands for Lebesgue measure
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and the constant cn=?&n is chosen so as to give + mass 1. In this space
one has the classical representation formula
f (z)=cn | f (‘) ez } ‘ &|‘|2 d*(‘),
so f = f.
More generally, given a plurisubharmonic function , in Cn, one may
consider generalized Fock spaces F 2, , defined by the measure
d+=cne&, d*.
Here we shall even assume that , is convex. Together with the spaces F 2, ,
we shall also consider a variant of them, denoted A2, , defined by the
measures
d+=cne&, \ i2  ,+
n
<n !.
For the definition and basic properties of the MongeAmpe re measures
(i  ,)n we refer to [B-T]. Here we just mention that when , is smooth
\ i2  ,+
n
<n !=det(,jk ) d*,
so, in particular, when n=1 the MongeAmpe re measure is just (a multiple
of) the Laplacian of ,. It is proved in [B-T], that the Monge-Ampe re
measure is well defined as soon as , is a locally bounded plurisubharmonic
function, in particular if , is convex. Even though we shall mostly be
concerned with weight functions , such that the norms in A2, and F
2
, are
equivalent, it turns out that A2, behaves better for the problem we study
than F 2, .
It is rather clear that the growth of f , in general terms, will be controlled
by the Legendre transform of ,. (This has been noted, and made precise,
long before in other related problems, cf. [H], and for entire functions, e.g.
[E, Ha]). We define the Legendre transform of , by
,*(z)=sup
‘
(2 Re(‘ } z )&,(‘)).
(This differs slightly from the usual convention.) Assuming that the real
Hessian of 0 is uniformly bounded from below and above it is then not
hard to see that
& f &F 2,*A & f &F 2, , (1.1)
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where A depends on the bounds from the Hessian (cf. Proposition 2.2), and
a similar inequality holds for A2, . However, when we consider inequalities
in the converse direction, an interesting difference between A2, , and F
2
, ,
appears. Our main result concerns the A2-spaces and reads as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let , be a convex function in Cn and assume the real
Hessian of , is uniformly bounded from above and below. Define, for an
entire function f in A2, , the FourierLaplace transform by
f (z)=cn | f (‘) ez } ‘ e&, \ i2  ,+
n
<n !.
Let ,* be the Legendre transform of ,. Then
| | f | 2 e&, \ i2  ,+
n
<n !| | f | 2 e&,* \ i2  ,*+
n
<n !. (1.2)
In particular, the constant in the converse inequality does not depend on
,. Note that if ,=|z| 2, then ,=,*, and by the representation formula in
Fock space f =f so then equality holds in 1.2 for any f.
A similar inequality also holds for F 2, , but one then must multiply the
right-hand side by a constant depending on the bounds for the Hessian
of ,.
The proofs of the above inequalities are given in Section 2. The
inequality (1.1) follows from a straight forward estimate of integrals, but
the proof of (1.2) is more delicate and depends on a construction of an
inverse transform. This construction in turn uses considerations similar to
and inspired by the work of Sjo strand [Sj]. It is also very much related to
[B-A], and moreover uses, at least implicitly, a substitution of variables
which was first used in [Le] (see the proof of Lemma 2.3).
In Section 3 we indicate briefly that similar constructions give inversion
formulas for much more general FourierLaplace transforms. In particular,
we sketch how the PolyaMartineau Theorem and the usual Fourier
inversion formula are obtained in this way.
Finally, in Section 4, we discuss the relation to the problem of the
existence of frames consisting of exponentials in the spaces A2, , and F
2
, .
Our conclusion is that the frame problem in A2, and F
2
, , is equivalent to
the sampling problem in A2,* and F
2
,* . In the one-dimensional case, this
sampling problem is by now quite well understood (cf. [S-W, S, L-S, B-O]),
so in that case one obtains quite precise conditions for the existence of
exponential frames.
Finally, a few words about notation. We always use the same notation
f to denote the FourierLaplace transform, although the meaning of course
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will differ depending on which space we are in. By d* we always mean
Lebesgue measure. We will write AtB when the quotient of A and B is
uniformly bounded from above and below. Finally, the constant an=
1(2?)nn ! always chosen so that
an | e&|z|2(i  |z| 2)n=1.
2. INEQUALITIES FOR THE FOURIERLAPLACE TRANSFORM
We shall consider weight functions , whose real Hessians satisfy the
inequality
=($jk)(,jk)C($jk). (2.1)
In other words, the real Hessian is uniformly positive definite, and bounded.
First of all, we need to recall some well-known facts about the Legendre
transform. By definition
,*(z)=sup
‘
(2 Re(‘ } z )&,(‘)).
For fixed z the maximum of the right-hand side is attained at a point
‘=‘(z), where the derivative of the right hand side vanishes, i.e., where
z=
,
‘
. (2.2)
From the left inequality in (2.1) it follows that the map ‘  ,‘ has
invertible differential, and it is also proper. Hence it is a one-to-one map
from Cn‘ to C
n
z , so (2.2) determines ‘ uniquely from z.
Consider the subvariety of Cn‘ _C
n
z
4,={(‘, z) # C2n; z=,‘ = .
The fact that ,*(z)=2 Re(z } ‘ )&,(‘), for the unique ‘ satisfying (2.2)
means precisely that
,*(z)+,(‘)=2 Re ‘ } z (2.3)
on 4, .
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Since , is real valued, we have d,=2 Re  ,. Restricting this relation
to 4, , we find that on 4, ,
d,=2 Re z } d‘ .
On the other hand, differentiating (2.3) on 4, we get
d,*=2 Re d(z } ‘)&d,=2 Re ‘ } dz .
Since d,*=2 Re  ,*, we see that if (‘, z) # 4,
,*
z
=‘ (2.4)
(parametrize 4, by z). In other words, the inverse of the map (2.2) is given
by (2.4). Since moreover , is uniquely determined by (2.3), it follows that
,**=,.
The inequality (2.1) says that the derivative of the map (2.2) is bounded
from above and below. Hence, the same holds for the inverse (2.4).
Therefore ,* also satisfies (2.1). In particular,
i  ,t; and i  ,*t;,
where ; is the standard Ka hler form on Cn. This in turn implies that
(i  ,)ntd* and (i  ,*)ntd*,
so the norms defining A2, and F
2
, are equivalent, and the same holds
for ,*.
Let us now consider the difference
D(‘, z)=2 Re(‘ } z )&,(‘)&,*(z).
By the definition of ,*, D0. Fix z and let ‘(z)=(,*z ), so that
z=(,‘)(‘(z)). Then
,*(z)=2 Re(‘(z) } z )&,(‘(z)),
so
D(‘, z)=,(‘(z))+2 Re
,
‘
(‘(z)) } (‘&‘(z))&,(‘).
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Hence
D(‘, z)=&R,(‘, ‘(z)),
where R,(‘, !) is the second-order remainder in the Taylor expansion of ,
at the point !. From (1) it then follows that
D(‘, z)t&|‘&‘(z)| 2, (2.5)
and, reversing the roles of ‘ and z,
D(‘, z)t&|z&z(‘)| 2. (2.6)
The next lemma says that all exponential functions lie in A2, , so the
FourierLaplace transform of f # A2, is a globally defined function.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then for any z # Cn, ez(‘)=e‘ } z
belongs to A2, and
&ez&
2
A2,
te,*(z).
Similarly
&e‘&
2
A 2,*
te,(‘).
Proof.
&ez &
2
A 2,
=an | e2 Re z } ‘&,(‘)(i  ,)n
te,*(z) | eD(‘, z) d*(‘).
By (2.5)
| eD(‘, z) d*(‘)
is bounded from above and below by a uniform constant. This proves the
first statement. The second statement follows since ,* also satisfies (2.1)
and ,**=,. K
Using (2.5) and (2.6) we can now also prove that, given (2.1), the
FourierLaplace transform is a bounded operator from A2, to A
2
,* .
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Proposition 2.2. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then for any f # A2,
& f &A 2,*A=, C & f &
2
A2,
,
and for any g # A2,*
& g^&A2,A=, C &g&A2,* .
Moreover, the transforms from A2, , to A
2
,* , and A
2
,* to A
2
, are adjoint
operators. The same properties hold for F 2, .
Proof. To prove that the operators are adjoints, we need to verify that
( f, g^)A2,=( f , g)A 2,* .
This follows immediately from Fubini’s theorem if we can prove that the
double integral
I=|| f (‘) g(z) e&‘ } z&,(‘)&,*(z)i  ,)n (i  ,*)n
is absolutely convergent. But the integrand is smaller than
| f | e&,2 | g| e&,*2e&D2(i  ,)n (i  ,*)n.
Cauchy’s inequality then implies that
|I | 2|| | f | 2 e&,e&D2(i  ,)n (i  ,*)n
_|| | g| 2 e&,*e&D2(i  ,)n (i  ,*)n.
But our assumption on , implies that
| e&D(‘, z)2(i  ,*(z))n<A=, C ,
and
| e&D(‘, z)2(i  ,(‘))n<A=, C ,
so
|I |A=, C & f &A2, &g&A2,* ,
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and the integral is absolutely convergent. Taking the supremum over all f
in A2, , of unit norm, it follows that
& g^&A2,A=, C &g&A 2,*
and similarily,
& f &A 2,*A=, C & f &A2, .
The arguments for F 2, are identical. K
It is probably worth remarking that the hypothesis (2.1) can be
weakened. The properties of , that we have used in the proof of the
proposition is first that the map ‘  (,‘) is one to one. Apart from this
we needed only the fact that
e&D(‘, z)2
is uniformly integrable with respect to (i  ,(‘))n and (i  ,*)n. The first
requirement means that for some uniform constant
| e&R,(‘, !)(i  ,(‘))nC
and the second is equivalent to
| e&R,(!, ‘)(i  ,(‘))nC.
(This is not immediately obvious, but can be proved by an argument
similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.3.) These inequalities are
however not satisfied for arbitrary convex functions. To see that they are
not, one may take, e.g., ,=|Im ‘|.
At any rate under our assumption (2.1) the FourierLaplace transform
is a bounded operator from A2, to A
2
,* . With this settled we turn to
inequalities in the other direction.
The proof of these inequalities is based on consideration of a certain
bilinear form, defined on entire functions in Cn, which will give us inverses
of the FourierLaplace transform.
Let 4 be a properly imbedded submanifold of Cn‘ _C
n
z , of real dimension
2n. If h and g are entire functions, we put
(h, g)4=an |
4
h(‘) g(z) e&‘ } z (id‘ 7dz )n, (2.7)
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where d‘ 7dz = d‘j 7dz j . In order to have this form well defined, we
assume that h and g are such that the integral is absolutely convergent.
Note that when 4=[‘=z], ( , )4 is just the scalar product on Fock space.
Another important fact is that many different choices of 4 give rise to the
same form. Indeed, the integrand in (2.7) is a closed form, so if 4 and 4$
are homotopic, and if h and g satisfy appropriate growth conditions at
infinity, it follows from Cauchy’s integral theorem that
(h, g)4=(h, g)4$ .
For the moment, let us choose
4=4,={z=,‘ =={‘=
,*
z = .
Lemma 2.3. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then
|(h, g)4, |
2&h&2A 2, &g&
2
A2,*
.
Proof. By (2.3)
|(h, g)4, |an |
4,
|h(‘)| e&,(‘)2 | g(z)| e&,*(z)2 |(i d‘ 7 dz )n|.
By Cauchy’s inequality
|(h, g)4, |
2a2n |
4,
|h(‘)| 2 e&,(‘) |(i d‘7 dz )n| |
4,
| g(z)| 2 e&,*(z) |(i d‘ 7dz )n|.
In the first integral on the right hand side we parametrize 4, by ‘,
z=
,
‘
.
Since
d‘ 7 dz =&d(z } d‘),
we have on 4,
d‘ 7dz =&d(,)= ,.
Hence
an |
4,
|h(‘)| 2 e&,(‘) |i(d‘ 7 dz )n|=&h&2A2, .
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In the second integral, we parametrize by
‘=
,*
z
,
and find in the same way
an | | g(z)| 2 e&,*(z) |(id‘ 7 dz )n|=&g&2A 2,* .
This proves the lemma. K
Next we shall see that the form ( , )4 can be used to find an inverse of
the FourierLaplace transform.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then
(h, e } w )4,=h(w) (2.8)
for all h # A2, , and
(e } w , g)4,=g(w) (2.9)
for all g # A2,* .
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 all exponentials lie in A2, and A
2
,* , so the
integrals are absolutely convergent by (the proof of) the previous lemma.
The intuitive reason why (2.8) and (2.9) hold is that the forms ( , )4 are
independent of 4. Therefore we can replace A, by [‘=z], and both (2.8)
and (2.9) then become the classical representation formula in Fock space.
A more formal proof can be given as follows, using ideas from [Sj]. By
definition
(h, e } w )4,=an |
4,
h(‘) ez } (w&‘)(id‘ 7 dz )n.
Fix w, and let for t0
4,, t={z=,‘ &t(w&‘)= .
Parametrize 4,, t by ‘. Then
(h, e } w )4,, t=an |
C
n
‘
h(‘) e(,‘)(w&‘)e&t |w&‘| 2(i  ,+itd‘ 7 d‘ )n.
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Since these integrals are absolutely convergent for t=0, and since i  ,t
id‘ 7 d‘ , they are absolutely convergent for any t0. Moreover, by
Cauchy’s integral theorem, they are independent of t, so we may compute
them by letting t tend to infinity. But an has been chosen so that
an tne&t |w&‘|
2
(id‘ 7 d‘ )n
tends to a Dirac measure at w as t tends to infinity. Since the other terms
in the expansion of
(i  ,+t id‘ 7 d‘ )n
are of smaller order it follows that
(h, e } w)4,= limt  
(h, e } w)4,, t=h(w).
This proves (2.8), and (2.9) also follows since ,* satisfies (2.1) too. K
It should be remarked that Lemma 2.4 is essentialy contained in [B-A],
except for the conditions for convergence.
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then for any for f # A2, ,
& f &A2,& f &A 2,* .
Proof. As already mentioned we are going to use the bilinear forms
( , )4, to construct an inverse of the FourierLaplace transform. Fix
g # A2,* . By Lemma 2.3 the linear map
h  (h, g)4,
defines a bounded linear functional on A2, , of norm not exceeding &g&A 2,* .
By the Riesz representation theorem there is a unique element ;( g) # A2, ,
such that
(h, g)4,=(h, ;( g))A2, , (2.10)
for all h # A2, , and satisfying
&;( g)&A 2,&g&A 2, . (2.11)
Choose in particular h=e } w in (2.10). By Lemma 2.4
;( g)@ (w)=( ;( g), e } w )A 2,=g(w).
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Hence ; is a right inverse of the FourierLaplace transform, in particular
this transform is surjective onto A2,* .
The same thing holds if we interchange , and ,*, which by Proposition 2.2
means that the adjoint operator is also surjective. Hence the FourierLaplace
transform is also injective, so (2.11) just means that
& f &A2,& f &A2,* .
for any f # A2, . The proof is complete. K
We shall finally discuss a more general version of Theorem 2.5. Let  be
a, say, bounded and measurable function, and consider the spaces A2,,  ,
defined by the norms
& f &2,, =an | | f | 2 e&,&(i  ,)n.
Again we define the FourierLaplace Transform as the scalar product with
an exponential
f (z)=( f, e } z ),,  .
We then have:
Proposition 2.6. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Let  be a bounded and
measurable function and put
0(z)=& \,*z + .
Then, for any f # A2,,  ,
& f &,, & f &,*, 0 .
Proof. The proof follows exactly the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.5,
the only difference being that we replace Lemma 2.1 by the inequality
|(h, g)4, |
2&h&2,,  &g&
2
,*, 0
. (2.12)
To verify (2.12), note that 0 was defined so that
(‘)+0(z)=0
on 4, . Therefore, on 4, ,
(,+)(‘)+(,*+0)(z)=2 Re ‘ } z ,
and we may repeat the proof of Lemma 2.1 word by word. K
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As a corollary we get a weaker version of Theorem 2.5 for the usual
Fock spaces.
Corollary 2.7. Suppose , satisfies (2.1). Then, for any f # F 2, ,
& f &F 2,A=, c & f &F2,* .
Proof. Since , satisfies (2.1), there is a bounded function ,, such that
(i  ,)n=e d*.
With this choice of , A2,, =F
2
, , so Proposition 2.6 shows that
& f &F 2,& f &A2,, 0 .
On the other hand, 0 is clearly bounded if  is bounded, so
& f &A 2,,  0A=, c & f &F2,* ,
and the corollary is proved. K
3. REMARKS ON OTHER INVERSES OF THE
FOURIERLAPLACE TRANSFORMS
In this section we shall show how the bilinear forms ( , )4 can be used
to invert the FourierLaplace transform in many other situations. Let 4 be
a general properly imbedded 2n-dimensional submanifold of Cn‘ _C
n
z and
let ?1 and ?2 be the projections of 4 to Cn‘ and C
n
z , respectively. Assume
d?1 and d?2 have constant ranks k1 and k2 and that the fibers are connected.
Then
M=?1(4) and N=?2(4).
are submanifolds of Cn of dimensions k1 and k2 .
The situation we have considered in the previous paragraph is when
both projections ?1 and ?2 are one to one so that M=N=Cn and the
fibers are just points.
In the general case we shall now define a map taking functions on N to
forms of maximal degree on M. (The map will be well defined provided
certain estimates hold). This map is a right inverse for the FourierLaplace
transform and allows us to represent the restrictions of entire functions on
N as transforms of forms on M. If M moreover is equipped with a suitable
measure we can use this measure to identify our forms with functions,
which is what we have done implicitly in Section 2. The map is defined in
the following way:
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Let g be an entire function on Cnz . First we lift g to ?2*(g), obtaining a
function on 4. Then we multiply by the conjugate of the form appearing
in the definition of the bilinear form ( , )4 , and get a form
|g=cn g(z) e&‘
 } z \ i2 dz 7d‘ +
n
<n !
on 4. Finally, we push |g forward to M using ?1 . The result
?1 V (|g)=: #(g)
is then a form of maximal degree on M.
Recall that the push forward of our form |g is defined as the unique
form, #(g), on M satisfying
|
M
/#(g)=|
4
?1*(/) |g
for all testfunctions, /, on N. For this definition to make sense it is
necessary that |g be integrable over the fibers of the map ?1 . In this case
#(g) is precisely the fiberwise integral of |g .
Now note that the FourierLaplace transform of #(g) is equal to g since
#(g)@ (w)=|
M
ew } ‘ #(g)=|
4
ew } ‘ |g=(ew } , g)4= g(w),
by Lemma 2.4.
Let us now illustrate this construction by four examples.
Example 1. Returning to the case treated in the previous paragraph
when ?1 and ?2 are one to one, and
4=4,={z=,‘ =={‘=
,*
z =
we have
#(g)=cng(z) e&‘
 } z \ i2 dz 7 d‘ +
n
<n ! } z=,‘
= g \,‘ + e&‘ } ,‘ cn \
i
2
 ,+
n
<n !.
In this example #(g) is obtained from g by a substitution of variables
followed by multiplication with a fixed form. In the general case, when the
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fiber of ?1 is of higher dimension, the pushforward operator ?1* , involves
integration over the fibers, and #(g) is then given by an integral transform.
Example 2. Let
4=[(‘, z) # C2n; Re z=0, Im ‘=0].
Then M is RnCn‘ and N=iR
nCnz . The fibers of ?1 and ?2 are n-dimen-
sional, so the computation of #(g) involves integrations with respect to n
parameters.
By the recipe above
#(g)(!)=\(2?)&n |R n g(iy) e&iy } ! dy+ d!,
so we then obtain the Fourier inversion formula. (This is of course not a
rigorous proof since the integrals in general diverge).
Example 3. Let 0 be a smooth, strictly convex domain Cn, defined by
0=[\<0],
where \ is a smooth defining function. Let
4={(‘, z); ‘ # 0 and z=t \‘ for some t>0= .
In this case k1=2n&1. The fiber of ?1 (t(0, )) is one-dimensional. We
then get a formula representing certain entire functions as FourierLaplace
transforms of forms on 0. Again, by the same recipe,
#(g)(‘)=(2?)&n \|

0
g \t \‘ + e&t(\‘ ) } ‘ tn&1 dt+
_i  \ 7 (i  \)n&1(n&1)!.
We see that the integral in the definition of #(g) is absolutely convergent
for ‘ on 0 if
| g(z)|e Re z } ‘ &= |z|
where ‘ # 0 satisfies z=t(\‘ ). Since 0 is convex and the (co)vector
t(\‘ ) points in the direction of the normal to 0 at ‘, this is equivalent
to saying that
| g(z)|CeH0(z)&= |z|,
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where H0 is the supporting function of 0. If this condition is fulfilled we
can therefore represent the entire function g as the FourierLaplace trans-
form of the form #(g) on 0. In particular, we obtain the PolyaMartineau
theorem (see [H2, M]).
Example 4. In the last example we may also reverse the roles of ‘ and
z and let
4={(‘, z); z # 0 and ‘=t \z for some t>0= .
In this case M=Cn‘ , so #(g) is a form on entire space. It is easier to
compute #(g) if we choose (t, z)(0<t<, z # 0) as coordinates on Cn‘ . In
these coordinates
#(g)=cn g(z) e&t(\z) } z \\ i2+
n
tn&1 dt 7 \ 7 ( \)n&1(n&1)!+ .
The representation formula
g=#(g)@
then says that
g(w)=?&n |
0
|

0
g(z) e&t(\z)(z&w)
_\\ i2+
n
tn&1 dt 7 \ 7 ( \)n&1(n&1)!+ .
Integrating first with respect to t we see that this is precisely the Cauchy
Fantappie representation formula for g.
4. EXPONENTIAL FRAMES
If H is any Hilbert space, and [ek] is a sequence of unit vectors in H,
[ek] is a frame for H if the inequality
B : |( f, ek) | 2& f &2A : |( f, ek) | 2 (4.1)
holds. Let T be the linear operator
H wT l2
defined by Tf=[( f, ek)].
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Then (4.1) says that T is bounded and strongly injective. This is
equivalent to saying that T* is bounded and surjective. But T* is simply
the operator from l2 to H
[ck]  : ck ek .
Therefore, the fact that T* is surjective, means that any element f # H can
be developed in a series
f =: ckek .
Now, choose as H one of our spaces A2, or F
2
, , and let [zk] be a sequence
in Cn. Let
ek=dk e‘ } z k (4.2)
where dk is chosen so that ek has unit norm. Then
( f, ek)= f (zk) dk .
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1
dk te&,*(zk)2.
Hence,
: |( f, ek) | 2t: | f (zk)| 2 e&,*(zk).
Recall now that a sequence of points [zk] is a sampling sequence for A2,*
(or F 2,*) if
B : | g(zk)| 2 e&,*(zk)&g&,*A : | g(zk)| 2 e&,*(zk),
for some constants A, B, where & }&,* stands for the norm in A2,* or F
2
,* .
But Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.2 say that, under the assumption (2.1),
& f &,& f &,*A=, c & f &, .
We therefore get
Theorem 4.1. Suppose , satisfies condition (2.1). Let [ek] be defined
in (4.2). Then the following are equivalent:
(a) [ek] is a frame for A2, .
(b) [zk] is sampling for A2,* .
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(c) [ek] is a frame for F 2, .
(d) [zk] is sampling for F 2,* .
The sampling condition is rather well understood in the one variable
case. In the case of classical Fock space (,=|z| 2) and n=1, sampling
sequences have been characterized by Seip and Wallstein (cf. [S, S-W]),
in terms of a uniform density condition. A generalization of this result to
n=1 and , homogeneous of order 2, was given later by Lyubarskii and
Seip [L-S]. Finally, the author and J. Ortega [B-O] showed that (still
for n=1) a similar condition is always sufficient for sampling, provided
that
2.C.
There seems to be no point in repeating these conditions here. Instead we
emphasize that few general facts seem to be known about the sampling
problem in higher dimensions, apart from Landau’s beautiful necessary
conditions in [La]. Probably an analysis of the several variable case will
involve the Monge-Ampere operator. This is indicated, not only by the
results of this paper, but also by the method to prove the sampling
inequality in [B-O].
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